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Abstract 

Air motors are widely used in the automation industry due to special requirements, such as spark-prohibited envi-
ronments, the mining industry, chemical manufacturing plants, and so on. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the 
behavior of a vane-type air motor and to design a model reference adaptive control (MRAC) with a fuzzy friction com-
pensation controller. It has been noted that the rotational speed of the air motor is closely related to the compressed 
air’s pressure and flow rate, and due to the compressibility of air and the friction in the mechanism, the overall system 
is actually nonlinear with dead-zone behavior. The performance of the previous controllers implemented on an air mo-
tor system demonstrated a large overshoot, slow response and significant fluctuation errors around the setting points. It 
is important to eliminate the dead-zone to improve the control performance. By considering the effects of the dead-
zone behavior, we have developed an MRAC with fuzzy friction compensation controller to overcome the effect of the 
dead-zone. The following experimental results are given to validate the proposed speed control strategy. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Introduction 

Modern automation techniques have been helping 
manufacturers to improve the quality of products and 
reduce the cost of the manufacturing process. Al-
though electrical motors are still the main conveying 
devices in most manufacturing plants, air motors have 
attracted more and more attention during the past few 
decades because they are cheaper, safer, cleaner, 
smoother and more efficient (by maintaining a higher 
power to weight ratio) [1-4]. Moreover, at some spe-
cial locations, such as spark-prohibited environments, 
the mining industry, chemical manufacturing plants, 
vehicles and/or storage facilities with explosive mate-
rials, etc., the air motor will be more efficient and 
sometimes may be the only device that can be used.  

Air motors convert the energy of compressed air 

into mechanical energy. In general, air motors dem-
onstrate highly nonlinear behavior due to the com-
pressibility of air and the friction of the mechanisms. 
In the speed control system, the air motor shows a 
variable dead-zone in the control input for different 
frequency of applied input signals. Hence, it is diffi-
cult to design a speed controller which realizes accu-
rate speed control at any time. Up to now, there have 
been several investigations and analyses on the dy-
namics of air motors in previous articles. The propor-
tional integral (PI) controller was proposed in [2]; the 
all air motor system was considered as a first order 
linear system. Although the PI control algorithm is 
simple and has high-reliability when the PI values are 
adjusted very well, the PI controller cannot retain the 
performance all the time because the air motor has 
nonlinear speed characteristics under different operat-
ing conditions. In [5], a nonlinear system was devel-
oped by considering all nonlinear phenomena such as 
unmodeled uncertainties. However, these uncertain 
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factors actually affected the performance of pneu-
matic devices and the air motor, and hence it may be 
better to analyze these nonlinear phenomena. A 
fourth-order nonlinear model was developed in [6] 
and its parameters were identified through experiment 
data. However, due to its complexity, this model has a 
large number of parameters; thus the process of deriv-
ing parameters is complicated and time consuming. A 
different approach using neural network techniques is 
proposed in [7]. Instead of developing a high order 
nonlinear model, a neural-model reference control by 
adopting neural network techniques was proposed to 
control the rotational speed of the air motor. The air 
motor described in previous articles was mostly oper-
ated at low speed range. The control algorithms for 
air motor have a very large overtime, long rise time 
and cannot compensate for the effect of a dead-zone 
[2, 3, 7]. 

Air motors have uncertain speed characteristics. In 
most practical motion systems, the dead-zone 
parameters are poorly known [8]. The dead-zone is a 
problem as an accurate speed actuator for industrial 
applications, and how to eliminate it in order to im-
prove the control performance is very important. Air 
motors demonstrate a variable dead-zone when the 
control input signals are different. Hence, it is diffi-
cult to design a speed controller which achieves accu-
rate speed control at all times and takes into account 
the system dynamic response deterioration due to the 
dead-zone. To overcome the dead-zone problem, a 
speed control scheme for the air motor with dead 
zone compensation is investigated in this paper. In the 
proposed control scheme, a MRAC with fuzzy fric-
tion compensation of the dead-zone was implemented 
to determine the dead-zone compensation input and 
improve the performance of the system [9,10]. The 
MRAC was applied to an air motor with unknown 
parameters and friction [11]. The MRAC retains the 
system output of tracking the reference model and 
provides robust performance against the unknown 
parameter variation [9].  

The fuzzy logic control has been discussed in many 
articles for nonlinear systems [12-14] but few have 
dealt with the applications for having a dead-zone 
phenomenon such as air motors. Basically, a fuzzy 
logic controller contains three major processes 
[12,14]: fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzifi-
cation. In the fuzzification process, physical meas-
urements will be transformed to fuzzy variables, 
which are described by fuzzy sets [15]. The rules used 

in the fuzzy inference process are usually created 
according to experts’ experience and knowledge [12-
14]. The control results as fuzzy variables will be 
induced through fuzzy set operations based on these 
rules. In the defuzzification process, these results will 
be used to calculate the physical control inputs, such 
as voltages, currents, and so on. Further, we will ap-
ply the fuzzy control algorithms to overcome the 
dead-zone phenomenon and obtain faster, non-
overshooting and less chattering response for air mo-
tor control. 

The following sections are organized as follows: 
the introduction to a vane type air motor system is 
described in Section 2, the nonlinear behavior of the 
air motor system is analyzed in Section 3, the MRAC 
algorithm is designed in Section 4, the dead-zone 
compensation using fuzzy inference is proposed in 
Section 5, the experimental results are shown in Sec-
tion 6 and the conclusion is stated in Section 7. 

2. Vane type air motor system 

Fig. 1 shows the sketched map of a vane-type air 
motor. There is a rotational drive shaft with four slots, 
each of which is fitted with a freely sliding rectangu-
lar vane. When the drive shaft starts to rotate, the 
vanes tend to slide outward due to centrifugal force 
and are limited by the shape of the rotor housing. 
Depending on the flow direction, this motor will ro-
tate in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direc-
tion. The difference in air pressure at the inlet and 
outlet will provide the torque required to move the 
shaft. Hence, the higher flow rate and the larger pres-
sure difference will provide a larger torque on the 
shaft and higher rotational speed.  

Fig. 1. Vane-type air motor. 
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The air motor system, as shown in Fig. 2(a), con-
sists of an air motor (GAST 1AM), an air tank, an 
electronic proportional directional control valve 
(FESTO MPVE), a filter/regulator with lubricant 
(SHAKO FRL-600) and a digital signal processor 
(DSP, TI C240). The airflow path starts from the air 
tank through the filter, control valve and finally enters 
the air motor. The airflow entry in the motor will be 
determined by the valve position, which is controlled 
by externally applied voltage, denoted by v. When v
equals 5V, the valve will stay at the middle and both 
left and right entries will be closed. The valve will 
move right when v is above 5V and fully opened 
when v is equal to 10V. Similarly, the valve will 
move left if v is less than 5V, and will be fully opened 
at 0V. The direction of the air motor depends on 
whether the voltage v is above or below 5V. The con-
trol input from DSP, denoted by u, will be converted 
into v as v=u+5. The experimental air motor system 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). 

Fig. 2(a). The schematic diagram of the air motor system. 

Fig. 2(b). The experimental air motor system. 

3. Nonlinear behavior of air motor system 

Fig. 3(a), (b), (c) show the results of the experi-
ments we designed for researching the relationship  

(a)

(b) 

(c)

(d) 

Fig. 3. The static relationship between the applied voltage 
and rotational speed (the input frequencies in (a), (b), (c) are 
0.2 Hz,0.4 Hz and 0.8 Hz, respectively. (d) is dead-zone 
model). 
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between the applied input voltage and the rotational 
speed of the air motor. During the experiment, u was 
adjusted following the cycle 0V  2.5V  -2.5V
0V at different frequencies. The input frequencies in 
Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c) are 0.2Hz, 0.4Hz and 0.8Hz, 
respectively. It was found that there existed a dead-
zone phenomenon for this system. The voltage-speed 
curve demonstrated different relationships during the 
voltage increasing and decreasing procedures. For 
example, in Fig. 3(a) with the input frequency as 
0.2Hz, the motor remained motionless when the volt-
age was less than 1V during the increasing procedure. 
However, after exceeding 1V, the voltage and rota-
tional speed demonstrated a linear relationship. When 
the voltage was reduced from 2.5V to 0V, the speed-
voltage relationship did not follow the same path of 
rising up but demonstrated nonlinear behavior. Also, 
the motor stopped around 0.8V instead of 1V. Similar 
results were found for the procedures when the volt-
age was below 0V. 

As shown in Fig. 3(a), (b), (c), the dead-zone varies 
for different input frequency w . Hence, the dead-
zone with input u(t) and output y(t) can be described 
by: 

( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
( ) 0        ( ) ( ) ( )

( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
= < <

r r r

d r

d d d

m w u t c w if u t c w
y t if c w u t c w

m w u t c w if u t c w
            

 (1)                                                           

where the parameters ( )rm w , ( )dm w , ( )rc w ,
( )dc w , as shown in Fig. 3(d), are the rising slope, 

the decreasing slope, the rising path offset voltage and 
the decreasing path offset voltage, respectively. These 
parameters are bounded but depend on the frequency 
of the motions. 

4. Model reference adaptive controller design 

First, the system was considered as following an 
nth order differential equation 

1
1 1 0 ( )n n

ny y y y u f+ + + + =      (2) 

where y is an output variable, u is a control variable, f
is an unknown friction(dead zone) and bounded, 

ia (i=0,1,2,3,…n-1) and  >0 are unknown con-
stant parameters. 

The model reference is described as  

1
1 1 0

n n
m n m m m m my y y y u+ + + + =

  (3) 

where my  is reference output, mu  is a command 
input. The tracking error is defined as me y y= ,
then the error equation is  

1
1 1 0

1

0

( )

n n
n

n
i

m m i i
i

e e e e

u u f y
=

+ + + + =

+ +
    (4) 

We assume that 0= + , 0 is the nominal 
value. The control u is designed as  

0

m m
ad f

uu kx u u= + + +      (5)  

where [ ]0 1 1= T
nk k k k is feedback gain matrix , 

[ ]0 1 1= T
nx e e e is system state vector, adu is adap-

tive law and the fu is a control input for friction 

compensation. The eq(4) can be written as  

1
1 1 0

0
0

1

0

( )

n n
n

ad m m

n
i

f i i
i

e e e e

kx u u kx

u f y
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=

+ +

       (6) 

The above equation can be changed to a canonical 
state-space form  

( )T
ad fx Fx G u G G f u= + +     (7) 

where 

0 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0

0 1

n n

F

k k

=

0

1

G =
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1 Tn
mu kx y y= ,

0 0 1 1
0

T

m
n n=

The k we choose can let the F matrix be a Hurwitz 
matrix. For a globally asymptotical stable system, a 
positive definite matrix Q is to be chosen such that 
there exists a symmetric positive matrix P satisfying 

+ =TF P PF Q                        (8) 

According to the Eq(7), we defined 1/=

T
a du =                       (9) 

, 0Cx const= = >         (10) 

1 1, 0T T Tx C const= = >         (11) 
TC G P=                               (12) 

where  and  are the adaptive estimate of the 
constant vector and the constant 1/= .

Defining the adaptive estimate errors as  

= ; =            (13) 

and then we also can obtain 

C x=                            (14) 

1
T T Tx C=                   (15) 

Substituting Eq(13) into the Eq(7), the system can be 
written as  

T T
fx Fx G G G u Gbf= +                    

 (16) 

The Lyapunov function is  

2

1

1T TV x P x= + +          (17) 

The derivative of V can be evaluated as  

1

( ) 2
2 22

2

= +

+ +

+

T T T T
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T
f
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2

2
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T T
f
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f
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x P G x C

x C f u
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 (18) 

If the sgn( )f su K Cx=  and sup( )sK f= , then 
the 0TV x Qx= . The system will approach zero 
asymptotically. The whole control scheme can be 
summarized as follows

0

sgn( )Tm m
s

uu kx K Cx= + + +       (19) 

, 0Cx const= = >

1 1, 0T T Tx C const= = >
TC G P=

1 Tn
mu kx y y=

It is noted from the experimental results that the 
bandwidth of the electric control valve is much larger 
than that of air motors [2], and the controller is de-
signed to control the speed of air motors in this paper. 
Therefore, we considered the air motor system and 
reference model system as a first order system. For 
comparison purposes, the reference signal is a sinu-
soidal wave with the frequency of 0.1 Hz, 0.25 Hz 
and 0.5 Hz and the notations ym and y represent the 
reference signal and experimental results in the fol-
lowing Figs, respectively.  

The presence of a dead-zone in a mechanical sys-
tem is often responsible for the system characteristics. 
The dead-zone changes with time and with environ-
mental factors. The straightforward solution is that 
the control input adds a value, like sgn( )f su K Cx=
and sup( )sK f= , to eliminate dead-zones. The 
frequency of the referential sinusoidal wave is 0.5 Hz, 
and the result of speed control of MRAC without 
friction compensation is shown in Fig. 4. The system 
output could not track the reference signal well. There 
is a terrible tracking error when the proposed control-
ler does not compensate for friction. It can be seen at 
Fig. 5, the proposed controller with sgn( )f su K Cx=  ,
Ks is arbitrarily constant value and sup( )sK f> ,
compensation seems to overcome the influence of a 
dead-zone when the frequency of referential sinu-
soidal wave is 0.5 Hz. However, in Figs. 6 and 7 
the experimental results of the air motor with  
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Fig. 4. MRAC without friction compensation. 

Fig. 5. MRAC with friction compensation. 

Fig. 6. MRAC with friction compensation, sgn( )f su K Cx= ,Ks

is too small to eliminate dead-zone ( the frequency of referen-
tial sinusoidal wave is 0.25 Hz). 

sgn( )f su K Cx=  have a large tracking error at low 
speed (or at dead-zone) when the frequency of the 
referential sinusoidal waves is 0.25 Hz and 0.1 Hz, 
respectively. It appears as though the value Ks is too 
small to eliminate the dead-zone, so that if the value 
Ks is large enough, the tracking error will decrease at 
low speed. Figs. 8-9 show that when the value Ks is 
large enough to overcome the effect of a dead-zone, 
the frequency of referential sinusoidal wave is 0.25 
Hz and 0.1 Hz, respectively. But the whole system 
has severe chattering phenomenon. According to the 
above experimental results, if we want to have good 
control performance, the constant value Ks is not 
suitable for whole reference signals, because the dead 
zone varies from difference reference signals.  

Fig. 7. MRAC without friction compensation, sgn( )f su K Cx= ,

Ks is too small to eliminate dead-zone (the frequency of ref-
erential sinusoidal wave is 0.1 Hz). 

Fig. 8. MRAC with friction compensation, sgn( )f su K Cx= ,

Ks is enough to eliminate dead-zone (the frequency of refer-
ential sinusoidal wave is 0.25 Hz). 
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Fig. 9. MRAC with friction compensation, sgn( )f su K Cx= ,

Ks is enough to eliminate dead-zone (the frequency of refer-
ential sinusoidal wave is 0.1 Hz). 

Fig. 10. Block diagram of speed control using dead-zone 
compensation with fuzzy rules and MRAC controller. 

5. Dead-zone compensation using fuzzy  
inference

For MRAC controller, if the Ks is too large, it will 
cause a heavy chattering phenomenon. If the Ks is too 
small, the speed tracking error will increase at low 
speed. The dead-zone width of an air motor varies 
from different reference signals. Therefore, the best 
scheme is that the value Ks can be adjusted with the 
time so that the air motor system does not have heavy 
chattering phenomenon and the tracking error can 
decrease as time goes by. In order to achieve this goal, 
we use fuzzy control to adjust the value Ks to the 
current control environment. 

The fuzzy rules for dead-zone compensation are 
shown in Table 1. Fig. 10 shows a block diagram of 
speed control using dead-zone compensation with 
fuzzy rules and MRAC controller. The fuzzy rules for 
dead-zone compensation, which include the speed 
tracking error e and the experiment speed y in the 
speed control, are designed as 

Table. 1. Rule matrix for fuzzy dead-zone compensation. 

(a)

(b) 

(c)

Fig. 11. The membership of error[Fig. 11(a)], speed[Fig. 
11(b)] and fu [Fig. 11(c)]. 
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Rule i: if e is jE  and y is xV  then fu is gK

i=1,2,3…….48,49 j=1,2,..7 x=1,2,..7

g=1,2,..7

The membership functions of jE , xV , and gK

are shown in Fig. 11. The notations in these figures, 
NB, NM, NS, Z,PS, PM, PB, etc., represent the fuzzy 
sets; for instance, NB represents “negative big,” PS 
represents “positive small,” and so on. 
Defuzzification is the process of converting a fuzzy 
quantity, represented by a membership function, to a 
crisp value. The weighted average method, defining 
the crisp value as the weighted average of member-
ship functions, is a commonly used in industry. This 
method is valid only for the case where the output 
membership function is a union result of several 
fuzzy quantities [15].  

49 49

1 1
f i g i

i i

u w K w
= =

=                (20)  

where iw  represent the weighted value of that 
membership function. 

The control input of compensation for friction fu
is described as  

( ) ( 1) ( )

( ) ( ) sgn( )
s s f

f s

K k K k u k
u k K k Cx

= +
=

         (21) 

6. Experimental results 

The proposed fuzzy rules were described earlier, 
and the experimental results of the speed control of 
MRAC with fuzzy friction sgn( )f su K Cx= compen-
sation are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. We find that the 
fuzzy control retains good performance and elimi-
nates the effect of dead zone of the air motor. 

According to the experimental results, there is a se-
rious performance result without fuzzy algorithm in 
the dead-zone region when the frequency of the refer-
ence sinusoidal signal is slow. The tracking error is 
about 10 . If the Ks from MRAC with friction com-
pensation ( sgn( )f su K Cx= ) is enough to eliminate a 

dead-zone caused by friction, it is successful in 
eliminating the dead-zone problem but the system 
has chattering with tracking error 15  phenome 
non. With Ks from MRAC with fuzzy friction 
( sgn( )f su K Cx= ) compensation, the fuzzy rules can 

Fig. 12. MRAC with fuzzy friction sgn( )f su K Cx= com-
pensation (the frequency of referential sinusoidal wave is 
0.25 Hz). 

Fig. 13. MRAC with fuzzy friction sgn( )f su K Cx= com-
pensation (the frequency of referential sinusoidal wave is 
0.1Hz). 

modulate an adequate compensative value to over-
come the chattering and dead-zone problem. Finally, 
the results from Figs. 12-13 show that the method, 
fuzzy MRAC with friction compensation, proposed 
for this system eliminated the dead-zone and success-
fully retained control performance. The tracking error 
effectively decreases to less than 1  and there is not 
a chattering phenomenon in the air motor system. 

7. Conclusion  

In this research, we developed a model reference 
adaptive controller for a vane-type air motor. It was 
found that the reference signal’s frequency plays an 
important role. For high frequency signals, the 
MRAC provides very good traction performance. 
However, for low frequency signals, the traction error 
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increases, the output starts chattering and a dead-zone 
sometimes appears due to the friction of the system. 
To improve the performance by compensating for the 
system’s friction, we used fuzzy logic rules to modify 
the control input generated from the MRAC. The 
experimental results showed that the dead-zone dis-
appears when the air motor is reversing its direction 
and the velocity is close to zero. Also, the tracking 
error decreased effectively and the system chattering 
disappeared.  
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